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A socio-economic assessment of Tonga’s artisanal fisheries
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Abstract

Societies in the South Pacific are undergoing transition from reciprocity exchange and direct sustenance systems into
cash based economies. The Kingdom of Tonga was selected to represent this socio-economic change. In this context,
the economic viability of Tonga’s subsistence and small-scale artisanal fisheries and marketing of reef and lagoon fish is
assessed.

Case studies were selected to represent three major geographical regions (Ha’apai, Vava’u, Tongatapu) and four major fisher
groups (simple to very specialised and multi-geared fishing systems combined with cost of motorised boat transport, operational
cost and fish market price). Marketing systems included operations of agents, middleman and shop owners. Economic assessment
was performed by employing net present value (NPV) to explain the logic and to valorise fisheries and marketing systems against
net revenues from employment and traditional agricultural production schemes.
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This paper also illustrates the limitations of conventional economic analysis. While NPV proved to be a useful
ment to compare fisheries and alternative sources of income, it failed to assess social and traditional values that
the rather non-economical and non-rational subsistence and small-scale fisheries systems in the Tongan and So
context.

The conflict between applying mainly non-valorisation of societal and traditional values rather than underlying norma
behaviour rendered most fishing operations economically not viable or less attractive than agricultural production sch
salaries from low skilled labour. Under these conditions, most Tongan fisheries do not reach the following suite of pa
required to make an operation economically attractive: minimum catch volume of 90–100 kg/week, a catch per un
of ≥5.8 kg/h, lowest possible operational cost and easy access to market selling prices of≥5 TOP/kg fish. It was found tha
productivity increases from spear fishing to handline and multi-geared fisheries.

Among small-scale fish marketing strategies, selling fish as a complementary activity to normal shop operations see
more lucrative than using agents and middlemen.
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Discussions focus on explaining the rationale of Tongan fishers by extending arguments beyond the economic and rationale
framework. Major economic parameters such as labour and time are not accounted for in the traditional social environment. It
is further argued that social considerations are impediments to economic rationale as they do not aim at catch maximisation,
risk minimisation and innovation principles but the need to satisfy subsistence, social obligations and networking for societal
resilience and insurance.
© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Background

Subsistence and artisanal coastal (reef and lagoon)
fishing is regarded as one of the most important
activities that determine the livelihood of people in the
small island communities of the South Pacific (Ruddle
et al., 1992; Veitayaki, 1993; Zann and Vuki, 2000).
Traditionally, the extent to which these communities
are dependent on marine resources is also determined
by the availability of cultivable land. More recently,
access and availability of alternative income sources in
the secondary and tertiary sectors, which are due to a
favourable institutional environment (Allison and Ellis,
2001) have become additional factors that determine
the social and economic roles of coastal fishing.

Despite all past and recent changes, government
policies and projects continue to focus on improving
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This paper is based on research undertaken in the
Kingdom of Tonga1 and addresses the question whether
or not artisanal coastal fisheries and marketing repre-
sent lucrative sources of income. It also aims at de-
termining factors and conditions that make artisanal
coastal fisheries and its marketing economically viable.
The results are considered as an essential foundation on
which to argue for or against future economic invest-
ments in this sector.

1.2. Artisanal coastal fishing in Tonga

Historically, coastal fisheries determined the liveli-
hood of Tongan people (Poulsen, 1977; Kirch and Dye,
1979). Similar to other countries in the South Pacific,
the socio-economic role of fishing has substantially
changed in the Polynesian society of the Kingdom
of Tonga. Until the end of the 19th century fishers
had a higher social status than farmers (Martin, 1817;
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abour and time as major input components. Th
rinciples, however, do not account for traditio
on-rationale social values. Conventional econo
nalysis may therefore be limited to extend
nderstanding of the economic and socio-cult
tructures and conditions associated with artis
sheries (Gustavson, 2002).
o alternative and financially more attractive inco
ources such as maritime fisheries, agriculture
ther sectors (Kronen, 2002).

1 Research was undertaken in the framework of the 2-yea
EcoFish project. The project is funded by MacArthur Foun

ion and implemented by the Secretariat of the Pacific Commun
SPC) Reef Fisheries Observatory in collaboration with Institu
echerche pour le D́eveloppement (IRD).
nd upgrading coastal fisheries activities. Emphasis is
iven to interventions believed to foster commercial
oastal fisheries, such as the provision of subsidised
oans for boat and fishing equipment, and the installa-
ion of ice plants and market outlets. The development
f appropriate and thus effective policies and projects
equires knowledge of the resource, as well as fishing
nd marketing systems, both of which are in most cases
ot sufficiently known (Gillet and Lightfoot, 2001).
conomic tools are usually employed to determine

Bataille-Benguigui, 1989). However, development of
village structures, and missionary influences favour
agricultural production and as a result, determined t
social decline of Tongan fishers (Bataille-Benguigui,
1988, 1992). Therefore, it is not surprising that the
commencement of serious monetarisation in the ea
1950s is linked to agricultural production, i.e. rise o
copra prices.

The deterioration of fisher’s general social statu
may further limit the future of small-scale artisana
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In general, Tonga’s reef and lagoon subsistence and
small-scale artisanal fisheries are best characterised
as hand-operated, multi-geared, and multi-species.
Fishing is mostly restricted to nearby coastal areas
and, as in other South Pacific island communities,
involves little entrepreneurial skill, small informal
groups, small fishing vessels, low capital investment,
and correspondingly low productivity (Sabri, 1977;
Veitayaki, 1993; Tu’avao et al., 1994; Passfield, 2001).
However, within this overall picture, various fisher
groups can be distinguished. Ownership or use of
non-motorised or motorised boat transport is one
important factor that determines access and choice
of fishing grounds. Availability and use of different
fishing gear is another major distinguishing parameter.
Ice may be used during fishing trips, and bait may —
or may not — be commercially acquired. Although
social and gender roles have been redefined to permit
a wider participation of women in village fishing
activities, Tongan fisher women still focus on shallow
waters close to shore and mainly fish without using
canoes or motorised boats (Kronen, 2002). As a result,
Tongan fin fishing continues to be dominated by men.

Similarly, the Tongan informal sector of marketing
reef and lagoon fishes is predominantly determined
by male players. According to its informal character,
there are no official records by producers, agents and
merchants on quantities, qualities, costs and prices
of products and services, and general information on
coastal fishery and market survey data is scarce. Based
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and lagoon fishing grounds, the varying degree of ur-
banisation, geographical isolation and market access.

Accordingly, field surveys were conducted in three
major regions, namely the Vava’u and Ha’apai island
groups and the main island of Tongatapu. Two coastal
communities, one representing the more traditional, the
other the more urbanised societies in each region, were
selected (Fig. 1). The degree of geographical isolation
and distance from the next urban centre were employed
as proxies for community selection. In a snapshot ap-
proach closed questionnaires were used to collect quan-
titative and complementary qualitative data on fishing
and marketing activities. In each village between 49
and 104 fishers (50–90% of the adult population≥15
years) including all “serious” fishers were interviewed.
The term “serious” fisher was coined for persons who
are considered by the community to fish more fre-
quently and more successfully and are more commer-
cially oriented that the average village fisher person.

The marketing system in each region was explored
by interviewing agents, middlemen, and shop owners.

2.2. Fishing system groups

There is no clear distinction between commercial
and subsistence coastal fisheries. Fishers are distin-
guished by their strategy rather than by their sta-
tus. The sample of this study exposed four different
fisher groups. Economic assessments for each of these
four fisher groups are based on a number of selected
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or reef and lagoon fish differ markedly between
uter islands and rural Tongatapu on one hand, and
ets in Tonga’s capital Nuku’alofa, on the other ha

. Methods

.1. Data collection

Tongan reef fisheries are defined as subsist
r small-scale commercially oriented artisanal ac

ties that target only species found in reef and lag
ocations. The sampling strategy aimed at captu
onga’s subsistence and small-scale artisanal fis
ystems by representing the most important coasta
ase studies. Major characteristics of each group
ariables for case studies selected are summaris
able 1.

Viability of marketing systems is tested using c
tudies that include agents and middlemen oper
n Ha’apai (Koulo, Holopeka and Lofanga), and s
wners of Mataika village in Vava’u. Shop owners
he main settlement of Neiafu on Vava’u and midd
en operating at Tongatapu’s two major fish mar

Faua and Vuna markets in Nuku’alofa) were not c
idered as their operations depended to a grea
ent on fishers not included in this survey (Tulua and
dagawa, 1994).

.3. Net present value (NPV)

Net present value calculation was selected a
llows a comparison of the wide range of differ
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Fig. 1. Location of Tongan communities and regions surveyed.

Table 1
Major characteristics of four Tonga fishery systems groups

Group I (simple
coastal fishery
system)

Group II (single-to
multi-geared)

Group III (exclusive
spear fishers)

Group IV (single- to
multi-geared fishery
systems with market
choice)

Type of fishing Simple Variable Specialised Choice of markets
Boat transport No, rarely or

non-motorised
Owner and/or regular
user of motorised

Always using rented
motorised

Owner and/or regular
user of motorised

Purchase of ice No Yes/no Yes Yes/no
Purchase of bait No Yes/no No Yes/no
Fishing gear Restricted, mainly

handline
Exclusive handline or
multi-geared

Exclusive night time
spear diving

Single- to multi-geared

Productivity CPUE kg Low≤3 Variable from≥3.3 to
mostly≥6

Low 2.8 Variable from≥3.3 to
mostly≥6

Average catch/trip kg 10–12 20–60 25 35–50
Total catch/week kg 40–50 60–180 75 105–160
Total hours fished/week 16–20 8–24 27 18–48
Major variables Low investment,

low productivity
Catch variation,
compensation for
motorised boat transport

High input cost prior to
catches sold

Significant price
variations according to
markets served
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Table 2
Fishing cost (TOPa) for net present value calculations

Item Description TOPa Lifespan (months)

Boats
Canoe Wooden 250 48
Motorised 30 ft, wooden, cabin, inboard engine included 40000 120+
Motorised 14 ft, wooden, open hull 2500 60+
Motorised 14 ft, wooden, 1/2 cabin 3000 60+
Motorised 16 ft, wooden, 1/2 cabin 3500 60+

Outboard engines
15 HP Yamaha Tongatapu/Vava’u 3962 60+
25 HP Yamaha Tongatapu/Vava’u 4742 60+
30 HP Yamaha Tongatapu/Vava’u 6511 60+
40 HP Yamaha Tongatapu/Vava’u 8280 60+
60 HP Yamaha Tongatapu/Vava’u 10498 60+

Maintenance
Motorised boats As indicated by owners 300–400 12
Outboard engines As indicated by owners 50–200 12

Fishing gear
Gillnet Complete, 2–3 in. 378 60

Maintenance 100 12
Castnet 126 12
Handline Each (average weight strength) 0.36 0.25
Hooks Assorted sizes 2.58 0.25
Spear gun Complete elastic type including spares for 1 year 171 24

Maintenance 86 12
Dive gear (night spear diving) Mask, snorkel, torch, flipper 269 12
Ice box Medium seize (238 qt) 415 60

Operational
Fuel (oil included) (l−1) 1.2852 n.a.
Boat transport (trip−1/person) Flat rate occasionally paid by users to boat owners 20 n.a.
Ice (trip−1) As indicated by user 5–10 n.a.
Batteries (trip−1) Torch night diving 8 n.a.
Bait (kg−1) “Japanese bait” Alatini 6 n.a.
Labour (h−1) Average fishing trip duration in hours + transport

time to/from regional market where applicable
4 n.a.

a TOP: Tonga Pa’anga; exchange rate 1 TOP = US$ 0.4916, 15 March 2002.

income and marketing strategy systems in Tonga. This
economic procedure calculates the present net value
of an investment, using a discount rate (interest rate),
and a series of future payments (cost) and incomes
(revenue) over a given time period.

All calculations are based on the following formu-
lae:

NPV =
n∑

i−1

valuesi

(1 + rate)i

wheren is the number of cash flows in the list of values
and rate the rate of discount over the length of one
period.

For the economic analysis of fishing systems, catch
is valued according to local market price. All costs are
expressed in Tongan Pa’anga (1 TOP = US$ 0.4916)
and an interest rate of 14% (Tongan Development
Bank, rate 2002) applies.

Assessment of economic viability of fishery and
marketing systems is based on a comparison with
alternative income sources. Simple, risk free paid
employment and net income from mixed crop produc-
tion were the alternatives selected. NPV for the four
fisheries were calculated taking into account major
investment, maintenance and operational cost listed
in Table 2. Revenues were assumed by setting the
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Table 3
Average fish selling prices (TOPa)

Region Village Location/agent Range (TOP/kg) Price applied (TOP/kg)

Ha’apai Lofanga Middleman 1.80–2.30 2.05
Ha’apai Pangai Roadside 3.00 3.00
Ha’apai Pangai, Holopeka Agent(s) 2.00–2.50 2.25
Ha’apai Pangai Mixed 2.25–3.00 2.65
Ha’apai Pangai Lobster n.a. 8.00
Vava’u Mataika Shops 2.50–3.00 2.75
Tongatapu Manuka Community 1.25–2.50 1.90
Tongatapu Ha’atafu Community 1.25–2.50 1.90
Tongatapu Nuku’alofa Markets 4.00–6.00 5.00

a TOP: Tonga Pa’anga; exchange rate 1 TOP = US$ 0.4916, 15 March 2002.

value of total catch equivalent to the average local or
regional market price (Table 3). NPV calculations of
marketing systems are based on the assumptions of
cost and revenues set out inTable 4.

Paid employment NPV is based on a 30 h working
week, i.e. 5 days× 6 working hours. The minimum
wage paid in Tonga in 2002 of TOP 4.00 per hour has
been compared to above average wages of TOP 6.00
and 8.00 per hour which reflect the fact that fishing
requires certain levels of skill and knowledge.

For purposes of comparison net revenues of tradi-
tional mixed crop production schemes are based on
establishment, operational, harvesting and processing

Table 4
Cost and revenues (TOPa) for fish marketing agents, middleman and shop owners

Item Comments Unit Factor applied for shop owners

Investment costs
Freezer 1200 TOP ×0.25

Boat and engine Applies only to Lofanga based
middleman

Refer toTable 3

Operational costs
Electricity As paid for by individual 12 TOP/week ×0.25 (3.2–4.7 TOP/week)
Transport As paid for by individual 10 TOP/week n.a.
Boat and engine maintenance Applies only to Lofanga based

middleman
Refer toTable 3

Ice As paid for by individual 27–100 TOP/week n.a.
Wage Only paid for Lofanga middleman 40 TOP/week n.a.
Fuel and ice Only paid for boat transfer of

Lofanga middleman
65 TOP/week n.a.

R

, 15 M

cost, as well as revenues listed inTable 5. Schemes
involve a 4-year cycle of intercropped kava, taro and
yams, followed in the fifth and last year by cassava
cultivation only. Production of unprocessed and
processed kava as the main cash crop are compared.
Ascribing cost of land is unnecessary as each Tongan
male is entitled to receive∼8 acres of arable land
reaching his 16th birthday (Kataoka and Ishimura,
1989). Although land shortages may render this system
not always applicable for youngest generations, most
rural Tongan households still have access to≥4 acres
of arable land because land once allocated may remain
within the direct family line.
Working hours Scenario a
Scenario b

evenues
Profit margin
a TOP: Tonga Pa’anga; exchange rate 1 TOP = US$ 0.4916
30 h/week× 4 TOP/h 6 h/week× 4 TOP/h
36 h/week× 4 TOP/h

0.50 TOP/kg 0.40–0.50 TOP/kg

arch 2002.
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Table 5
Cost and revenues (TOPa) of agricultural mixed cropping scheme

Item TOP/acre

Establishment cost
Kava 2000
Yams and taro 2000
Cassava 200

Harvesting cost
Kava 375
Yams and taro 375
Cassava 150

Processing cost
Kava level I 375
Kava level II 2000

Operational cost
Weeding (each for year 1–4) 900
Weeding (year 5 cassava only) 150

Revenues
Taro 3750
Yams 5000
Cassava 1645
Kava unprocessed 12000
Kava processed 31645
a TOP: Tonga Pa’anga; exchange rate 1 TOP = US$ 0.4916, 15

March 2002.

3. Results

3.1. Fishery systems

Economic assessment of Tongan subsistence and
small-scale artisanal fisheries and marketing systems
shows a great variability. Hourly NPVs for case

Table 6
NPV (in TOPa) calculated for fishing systems groups I–IV

Group I (simple
coastal fishery
systems)

Group II (single-to
multi-geared
motorised boat
owners/users)

(a) Labour cost excluded
Median NPV/h 3.46 6.94
Minimum NPV/h 2.97 2.64
Maximum NPV/h 4.27 15.96

(b) Labour cost included
Median NPV/h 0.32 4.19
Minimum NPV/h 0.23 −0.11
Maximum NPV/h 1.52 13.22
a TOP: Tonga Pa’anga; exchange rate 1 TOP = US$ 0.4916, 15 M

studies in any of the four fishery groups range from
0.34 to 15.96 excluding labour costs (Table 6a), and
from −3.78 to 13.22 when labour costs are included
(Table 6b).

The artisanal fisheries represents a small-scale econ-
omy, and in simple economic systems the fishery
and marketing systems are vulnerable to production
costs and prices. Labour costs (time spent fishing and
transporting the catch to the regional markets), trans-
port costs, productivity (CPUE equalling total volume
caught per time unit) and the market price for the catch
determine economic viability of production and mar-
keting systems.

Table 6a and b shows how sensitive net revenues
from artisanal fisheries are to labour costs alone. For
example, simple coastal fishery systems represented
in group I with low productivity (CPUE≤3 kg/h)
and low catch volumes (≤50 kg/week) cannot offset
labour costs. Similarly, productivity is too low (CPUE
2.8 kg/h) amongst spear fishers in group III to yield
revenues which exceed labour and input costs. Spear
fishers have high input costs as they need to rent all
means of transport commercially. The imbalance be-
tween revenue and cost does not change if lobsters,
a comparatively high value product, are added to the
usual finfish catch.

Net returns for groups II and IV show highest vari-
ability. Both groups represent single or multi-geared
fishery systems with motorised boat transport and, for
fishers in group IV choice of markets. Cost of boat
s ing
g the
Group III (exclusive
spear fishers with
rented transport)

Group IV (single-to
multi-geared motorised
boat owners/users with
market choice)

2.64 7.71
1.35 0.34
3.93 15.17

−0.49 4.69
−1.81 −3.78

0.84 13.12

arch 2002.

ervices combined with a higher number of fish
ears used (≥2 techniques) were found to influence
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Table 7
Selected case studies of fishers group IV with market choice

Fisher Selling at NPV (TOPa/h)
labour
included

Lofanga–Ha’apai Lofanga (middleman) 3.96
Lofanga–Ha’apai Pangai (Ha’atafu main

island)
4.62

Ha’atafu–Tongatapu Ha’atafu village 4.76
Ha’atafu–Tongatapu Nuku’alofa 13.12

a TOP: Tonga Pa’anga; exchange rate 1 TOP = US$ 0.4916, 15
March 2002.

viability of the fishery system. Fishers in group II who
receive payment for boat services to accompanying
fishers, or who do not pay for any boat services
used tend to make the most competitive net incomes
(NPV of >4.19–13.22 TOP/h). Fishery systems with
a productivity and catch volume exceeding 6 kg/h and
95 kg/week, respectively, are no longer sensitive to
costs of ice and bait.

The strategies of fishers in group IV are similar to
those in group II. However, access to Nuku’alofa’s mar-
kets where selling prices are doubled result in the over-
all highest net returns (13.12 TOP/h) for highly pro-
ductive fishery systems (CPUE≥5.8 kg/h, catch vol-
ume≥105 kg/week) (Table 7). When catches from the
same fishery systems are sold within the village at a so-
cial rate far below market price, economic rentability
is reduced to the lowest scale (NPV 4.76 TOP/h).

Analysis of fishers in group IV highlights that the
cost–benefit ratio determines the choice of markets.
Additional fuel and labour costs needed by the isolated
small island fishers of Lofanga are insufficiently
compensated by higher selling prices (additional

Table 8
Hourly NPV of small-scale artisanal reef and lagoon fisheries marketi

Boat investment
and maintenance

Operational costs

Middleman Lofanga Motorised No
Agent at Koulo No Ice, freezer box
A ctricity,
S icity
S icity
S icity
S icity

at Lofa
eks/ye

0.50 TOP/kg fresh fish) at the Pangai market on
Ha’apai’s main island (Table 7).

3.2. Marketing systems

Similarly, the range of net returns calculated for the
various marketing systems varies significantly from
1.04 to 10.93 TOP/h (Table 8). Again, a small-scale
economy also characterises the marketing systems.
Differences in hourly NPV are mainly explained by
market volume, operational cost and profit margins in-
volved.

Both Ha’apai agents turn over a similar volume of
reef and lagoon fish. The additional costs (wages, fuel
and ice) of the Holopeka based agent for his middleman
operations at Lofanga reduce his NPV rates by∼8%
compared with the Koulo agent.

Mataika village shop owners handle fish sales as a
complementary activity to their usual shop operations.
Total annual volume of reef and lagoon fish and the
profit margin determine NPV added by fish sales only.
By comparing the scenarios of shop owner I to the
other three shop owners, it can be shown that a weekly
minimum volume is required to render the income lev-
els economically attractive. A 20% reduction of profit
margins reduce hourly net revenues substantially as il-
lustrated by comparing Mataika shop owner II with
shop owner IV (Table 8).

There is a marked difference between agents, mid-
dleman and shop owners. Both Ha’apai agents are en-
t man
a boat
o ke
t eir
gent at Holopekaa No Ice, freezer, ele
hop owner I Mataika No Freezer, electr
hop owner II Mataika No Freezer, electr
hop owner III Mataika No Freezer, electr
hop owner IV Mataika No Freezer, electr

a The agent at Holopeka maintains the middleman services
b Total fish volume marketed is based on an effective 40 we
ng

Labour (total
hs/5 years)

Fish volume
(kg/week)b

Profit margin
(TOP/kg)

NPV/h
(TOP)

3600 n.a. n.a. (salary) 1.04
7200 900 0.50 5.96

wages 7200 900 0.50 5.50
1200 40 0.50 1.60
1200 120 0.40 4.85
1200 210 0.50 10.93
1200 120 0.50 6.18

nga, hence pays his wages and cost for ice and fuel.
ar working and hence catch basis.

irely dependent on this income source. The middle
t Lofanga is also an acknowledged fisher and
wner. All of the four shop owners at Mataika ma
heir living with or without adding fish sales to th
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Table 9
Hourly NPV (TOPa) for wages obtained during a 5-year period

Scenario Wage/h Hours/week Hours/year NPV/h

a 4.00 30 1200 2.75
b 6.00 30 1200 4.12
c 8.00 30 1200 5.49

a TOP: Tonga Pa’anga; exchange rate 1 TOP = US$ 0.4916, 15
March 2002.

operations. However, from an economic viewpoint it is
important to highlight that shop owners who turn over
an additional 150 kg of fish per week will add more net
return to their business than either of the two agents. In
economic terms, NPV calculations show that the pres-
ence of a middleman makes no sense if returns fail to
compensate for the added costs. For the middleman
at Lofanga low net revenues from marketing fish may
help to raise his income from fishing above the average
village income. Also, his marketing does not include
any risk taking as he is paid a wage and his operational
costs are covered.

3.3. Alternative forms of employment

To put net revenues achievable from fishery and
marketing systems into perspective, alternative income
sources are examined. Firstly, the risk free net revenues
obtainable from unskilled waged labour are presented
in Table 9. Taking into account the fact that fishing
requires a certain amount of skill and expertise, an
NPV based on a wage of 6 TOP/h (scenario b) is used
as a threshold to determine the economic viability of
fishery and marketing systems. Accordingly, all fish-
ers falling into groups I and III (simple coastal fishery
systems and spear fishers) are clearly not economically
viable.

Some fishers in groups II (single- to multi-geared,
motorised boat owner/user) and IV (single- to

T
C cheme

N

G

M 3
M
M 9

, 15 M

multi-geared, motorised boat owner/user and market
choice) operate at least on equal if not better terms
when compared to wage based net income. Those
fishery systems that range slightly over the threshold
set at NPV of 4.12 TOP/h (seeTable 9, scenario b)
receive additional revenues from transport services
with little or no additional fuel costs, and also enjoying
a high productivity (CPUE≥6 kg/h).

Those in group II who enjoy incomes higher as from
wage labour include the motorised boat owners who are
fully compensated for any transport services rendered.
In group IV all fishers who sell their catch for the high-
est price in Nuku’alofa’s markets regardless of whether
boat transport is compensated or not, exceed the level
of returns from wage labour. Moreover, marketing sys-
tems, except for the Lofanga middleman and Mataika
shop owner I, add a net return above the threshold set
by wage paid labour (Table 8).

Over the 5-year mixed cropping cycle, the NPV of
4 acres with unprocessed and processed kava as ma-
jor cash output, range from 30 612 to 67 269 TOP
(Table 10). Comparison between the NPV of agricul-
tural production and fisheries and marketing systems
reveal only two categories, one each in groups II and IV,
where fishery systems render higher net returns. Both
include highly productive fishers and motorised boat
owners who are compensated for transport services ren-
dered (CPUE 7.5 kg/h). In group IV these fishers also
sell catch at highest price level, i.e. Nuku’alofa’s mar-
ket. Additionally, both Ha’apai based agents achieve
c

nd
fi kava
p ant
l for
c rket-
i the
o

able 10
omparison of net revenues (TOPa) from agricultural production s

PV (TOPa/year) Agriculture Wage labour

edian 48941 24718
inimum 30612 16479
aximum 67269 32958
a TOP: Tonga Pa’anga; exchange rate 1 TOP = US$ 0.4916
s, salaries and fishery and marketing systems

Fishery systems

roup I Group II Group III Group IV

829 11471 5150 2109
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Fig. 2. Comparison of annual NPV (median values) in TOP from
different income sources.

3.4. Summary

From an economic viewpoint three major con-
clusions can be drawn (Fig. 2). Firstly, agricultural
production with processed kava as the main cash
crop output renders highest net revenues. Compared
to fisheries it requires access to at least four acres of
arable land, considerable financial investment (labour,
seeds, fertiliser), relatively long-term planning, organ-
isation and management of hired labour but little or no
labour input from the owner. Secondly, net revenues
achievable on the basis of low skilled wage labour are a
more realistic and attractive alternative to a number of
subsistence and small-scale fishery systems. Thirdly,
as far as small-scale fish marketing strategies are
concerned, low risk operations involving a comple-
mentary activity to an established shop business, is the
most viable option. Furthermore, rentability of such an
operation is likely to be higher than most of the fishery
systems analysed. By comparison with marketing,
fishing systems tend to include a great number of risks
— weather dependency and exposure to natural dis-
asters (cyclones, etc.) — together with comparatively
high costs of investment, maintenance and repair.

Furthermore, the results suggest a number of thresh-
olds for achieving an economically viable fishery
system: a minimum catch volume of 90–100 kg/week,
a catch per unit effort of≥5.8 kg/h, the lowest possible
operational cost and easy access to markets where
selling prices of fish reach≥5 TOP/kg. Handlining

complemented by another technique, is most likely
to meet the requirement for higher productivity while
spear fishing is comparatively low in productivity and
is unlikely to achieve economic viability.

Fishing systems in general have the potential for a
high rate of return, are expandable and may also be
progressive, but most of the Tongan subsistence and
small-scale artisanal fishers were not found to behave
accordingly, and thus fall short of achieving competi-
tive economic returns.

4. Discussion

The foregoing analysis prompts the question as to
why Tongan rural people continue to fish even though
in many cases it is economically not viable or at least
less attractive than alternative sources of income?

Unlike western economic systems, the social
conditions governing production and thus fisheries
in Tonga are not usually those of a capitalist system
(Halapua, 1982). Although Tongan life is increasingly
developing into a cash based economy, traditional
attitudes and values towards production in general,
continue to shape socio-economic behaviour and
performance. Accordingly, Tongan costal fishery and
marketing largely follow the traditional social rather
than a profit-seeking private enterprise controlled
organisation and distribution system. The objectives
of coastal fishing operations generally do not prioritise
c ion
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nd innovation principles but reflect the need
atisfy subsistence, social obligations and the ch
f fishing as a form of lifestyle and part of tradition

ivelihood and social institutions (Iwariki and Ram
984). Thus, an economic tool such as NPV is
ufficient to explain the nature of fishery syste

n Tonga, as it fails to accommodate the social
ultural factors underlying the modes of econo
perations.

A predominant traditional value system also co
licates attempts at cost–benefit analysis. Labou

ime are not considered important production fact
pproaches that seek to minimise the time and e

n the fishery are not aimed at cutting costs and m
mising output but at maximising non-productive ti

relaxation and social interaction — to the ext
hat even subsistence needs may not be suffici
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met by the individual but may have to be provided by
the community’s social network.

The community’s social network is a result of
two major Tongan principles. “Manumanu” (Halapua,
1982) imposes social barriers to the adoption of inno-
vation or additional efforts aimed at material benefits.
“Fetokoni’aki” (sharing) is considered an effective in-
formal social insurance and welfare system (Bender,
unpublished;Bender et al., 2002). In more recent times,
this system has progressed to encompass not only the
sharing of food, including fish, but all kinds of goods
and money-matters. Thus, within a system that restrains
incentives for increased efforts and gain-maximising
strategies, it is still deemed prestigious to reach a level
of productivity that allows sharing and thus raises the
social status of the provider (Chakraborty, 2002).

Therefore, a Tongan small-scale fisher does not as-
sociate cash with profit but with need and as a sub-
stitute for social obligations, subsistence requirements
and occasional wants. Hence, coastal fisheries operate
on a self-regulating basis that limits market participa-
tion of fishers to the allocation of catch, the proportion
of catch sold and used for other purposes (Halapua,
1982, Iwariki and Ram, 1984). Such a self-regulating
production system is short-term and does not consider
medium- to long-term investment planning.

Taking into account these major socio-economic
and traditional characteristics of Tonga’s small-scale
artisanal fisheries the following behaviours, lying be-
yond economic reasoning, may be elucidated. The
l nd
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by the Bank to overcome social networking obligations
(Leta H. Kami, pers. comm.). On the other hand, the
sharing attitude of relatives working overseas is linked
to the transfer of remittances that are often used for
self-financing schemes, such as motorised boats. The
achievement of owning a motorised boat raises the so-
cial status of the proprietor; it also requires social com-
pensation, and hence a non-cost sharing attitude. The
progressive acceptance of cash payments must be seen
as a consequence of modern cash economy influence,
although most socially accepted rates do not reflect the
cost of transport but compensation for services pro-
vided (Halapua, 1982). Results have shown that costs
of motorised fishing vessels make fishery systems seem
non-competitive and sometimes non-viable when anal-
ysed economically. A successful fisher with catches
above the marginal volume who can debit a substan-
tial part of his costs by “paying for” transport on a
social share basis has economic advantages over a mo-
torised boat owner. Incentives to invest in a motorised
boat are associated with social status and, from an eco-
nomic viewpoint with returns from transport services
rendered. It is therefore argued that returns from mo-
torised boat transport is not a parameter that determines
the viability of fishery systems but represents an ad-
ditional income source. This argument is supportable
only if using the motorised boat for hire is economi-
cally more attractive than using it for fishing.

The fact that traditional values have intermingled
with, rather than been replaced by, commercial
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esources into savings for such an investment. This
lusion is confirmed by slow or failed repayment

oans provided by the Tongan Development Bank
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nd other societal factors.

All fishery systems assessed in this paper are
varying degree — part of the subsistence econ
proportion of the catch is consumed by the fis

r shared with his kins and does not enter the ma
Hunt, 1997; Tu’avao et al., 1994). Fish that enter
he market is a result of cash need and not a resp
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to market demand. Consequently, the basic tool for
effective market operations does not exist and prices
do not respond to the balance of supply and demand
(Iwariki and Ram, 1984).

This conclusion is supported by two major findings.
First, the marked differences in prices for fish sold
amongst village members and at a regional or urban
market: as with any other primary product, fish contin-
ues to be treated as a means of exchange amongst vil-
lage community members rather than as a commodity,
although its cash value is well known and recognised.
If fish is marketed rather than shared within the village
system in response to an increasing cash-economy in-
fluence, it will command a price based on “friendship
value”, which is far below the external market value.
The choice of the fisher to sell his catch at an outside
marked is limited by traditional social impediments and
attitudes to production.

Second, the price of reef and lagoon fish marketed
in Tonga does not fully reflect the production cost or
the balance between supply and demand but a com-
bination of cost development of imports and socially
acceptable rates. For instance, there is no steady price
increase of reef and lagoon fish but rather fluctuations
that follow import prices of fuel and alternative food
items such as mutton flaps and chicken (Seini Filiai,
Tonga Stat. Dept., pers. comm.). The latter is of less in-
fluence in rural Tonga due to more traditional oriented
diets. In the case of Nuku’alofa,Bataille-Benguigui
(1988) reported average prices close to today’s price
l /kg,
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their marketable volume may not change hands on a
monetary basis. Similarly, exporting reef fish from ru-
ral surpluses to Nuku’alofa’s markets is affected by the
traditional “fetokoni’aki” sharing system. Highlighting
socio-economic and traditional factors that determine
Tonga’s informal coastal fisheries market may clarify
the reluctance to develop market structures, and the
relatively few agents, middlemen and export activities
involved.

5. Conclusions

The subsistence and small-scale artisanal Tongan
fishery and its associated marketing are quite sophisti-
cated; they aim to satisfy social networking values and
obligations, fulfil traditional principles and accommo-
date changes that accompany a society in transition
from an exchange system based on reciprocity and a
direct sustenance system to a cash based economy. For
the coastal rural people in Tonga, fishing is still part of
a way of life. Therefore, while economic instruments
such as NPV may be useful in comparing alternative
income sources, they lack the ability to valorise the
societal and traditional values ascribed to fisheries in
Tonga, and in the wider context of the South Pacific.
Based on the results obtained, Tongan fishers do not
fish for economic fortunes. However, they may fish for
food, social support, subsistence requirements and tra-
ditional values, and therefore cannot be regarded as
p
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hile 7 years laterTulua and Udagawa (1994)observed
n average price of only 2.50 TOP/kg. Significan
ohorua (1994)has suggested that an increase in
xisting market price of fish is the most important c
ition for making the Tongan fishery sector viable.

Supply and price factors determine the marketa
ty of the coastal fishery’s products. Agents and s
wners confirmed that demand for coastal fish is
rally much higher than supply. Other sources sug

hat demand from markets both locally and overs
or fish from Tonga are unlimited (Rohorua, 1994).
owever, the considerable fluctuations due to na
nd social conditions and needs, a lack of consist

n supply, and prices that are socially rather than
etermined create a high-risk and unpredictable b
ess situation. In addition, agents and shop owner

ake part in the social network and a certain shar
ursuing an occupation of the last resort (King and
cIlgorm, 1989).
There seems to be no doubt that coastal small-

sheries will continue to be essential to the liveliho
f rural people in Tonga and the South Pacific re
Veitayaki, 1993; Dalzell et al., 1996; Zann and Vu
000; Ruddle et al., 1992). Due to its inefficiency an

ow productivity, the fishing pressure generated
onga’s artisanal fisheries is low and beneficial to
sh stocks. It may therefore be worthwhile investig
ng how far non-profit and non-catch maximising fi
ng strategies can be maintained to mitigate the neg
mpacts of a cash economy based resource exploit
o as to achieve long-term sustainable and equi
se of coastal marine resources.Gordon (1953)and
chaefer (1957)suggested that, under certain
umstances, an economically inefficient fishery m
e preferred. In addition to the political and so
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difficulties of economic transition environmental
considerations may also contribute to this argument.
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